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4th November
Cloze Test – The Hindu

At a time when some world leaders
________(1)_____ to hide their disdain for U.S.
President Donald Trump, Japanese Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe has become Mr. Trump’s
golfing buddy, phone friend and _____(2)______
supporter. This trans-Pacific bromance is only
set to _______(3)________ during Mr. Trump’s first
official trip to Asia (November 5-17), which will
begin with a three-day stop in Japan.

His itinerary includes meetings with the
Emperor and Piko-Taro, the singer of the viral
ditty, “Pen-Pineapple-Apple-Pen”. But the
significance of the visit _______(4)______
elsewhere. It will underscore the close alliance
between Japan and the U.S. at a time of shifting
geopolitical sands in Japan’s neighbourhood.
Fresh from confirming President Xi Jinping as
its undisputed leader, an _______(5)_____ China
is reshaping the strategic topography of Asia,
while North Korea continues to test missiles and
threaten nuclear catastrophe.

1. (a) strain (b) strive
(c) stifle (d) stage

2. (a)stanch (b) staunch
(c) stanuch (d) stanach

3. (a) weaken (b) worsen
(c) awaken (d) deepen

4. (a) lies (b) lives
(c) are (d) for

5. (a) worried (b) aggravated
(c) ascendant (d) sidelined

Parajumble – SE394

A. While this conclave was more about
reaffirmation of trends evolving since Mr. Xi’s
ascendance to power at the 18th Party
Congress,

B. rather than charting out new policy
directions,

C. China’s confidence in the validity of its
chosen path and its ambitions of “restoring”
its global leadership role were also on full
display.

D. which showcased President Xi Jinping’s
primacy, his vision and his status as the
helmsman of the party and the nation.

E. it has significant implications for India.

F. The recently-concluded 19th National
Congress of the Communist Party
of China was an intricately choreographed
political theatre

Basic Fillers –
11. A ________ from the local paper asked for
details of the accident.
A) salesman B) newsagent C) reporter
D) typewriter E) broadcaster

12. She looked everywhere for her book but
________ had to return home without it.
A) lastly B) at the end C) in the end
D) in the finish E) at the last

13. I’m sorry but what he thinks is not of the
_______ importance to me.
A) merest B) lowest C) last
D) worst E) least

14. It was ________ by the railways board that
the cost of rail fares would be increased by ten
per cent.
A) noticed B) stated C) suggested
D) noted E) spoken

15. When replying to this advertisement, please
________ a stamped addressed envelope.
A) present B) contain C) enclose
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D) envelop E) introduce

16. Every time he tried to start the car, the
wheels ________ deeper into the mud.
A) stayed B) hollowed C) feel
D) dropped E) sank

17. When are you going to begin to ________ that
animal?
A) direct B) drive C) teach
D) train E) get

18. They gave ________ looking for her when it
grew dark.
A) up B) in C) off
D) out E) away

19. There’s no need to be frightened of the dog;
he’s quite ________.
A) happy B) eager C) weak
D) cheerful E) harmless

20. His ________ had always been to become an
architect.
A) study B) want C) ambition
D) imagination E) direction

Common Error – CGL 17

1. He sacrificed a rook (a)/ in order to winning
his (b)/ opponent’s queen. (c)/ NE (d)

2. It would be a pretty sad (a)/ individual who
(b)/ didn't feel that they were unique. (c)/ NE
(d)

3. She was still feeling (a)/ very sadly about her
(b)/ father's death. (c)/ NE (d)

4. His brows drew together (a)/ in a worried
frown (b)/ when he heard a remark. (c)/ NE
(d)

5. Exercise is a good safety valve (a)/ for the
tension (b)/ that builds up on work. (c)/ NE
(d)

Idioms –
1. Ad infinitum

- Without coming to an end/Again and
again

The TV station just shows repeats of old
comedy programmes ad infinitum.
Her list of complaints went on and on ad
infinitum.

2. Much ado about nothing
- A lot of trouble and excitement about

something that is not important
People have been getting very upset about
the seating arrangements for the Christmas
dinner, but as far as I’m concerned it’s all
much ado about nothing.

3. Be afraid of your own shadow
- To be extremely nervous and easily

frightened
She’s always having panic attacks, she’s the
kind of person who’s afraid of her own
shadow.

4. An aide-memoire
- A piece of paper or picture that helps you

to remember something
I write notes to myself and put them on the
board. It serves as an aide-memoire

5. Be up in the air
- Unresolved/ No decision has been made
I may be moving to New Zealand, but it’s up
in the air.

6. Airs and graces
- A way of behaving that shows that

somebody thinks that somebody is more
important, etc. than they really are

The other children started calling her
“princess” because of her airs and graces.
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It’s no good putting on airs and graces with
me. I knew you when you were working in a
shop!
Look at you giving yourself airs and graces-
think you’re better than us, do you?

7. An Aladdin’s cave
- A place that contains many interesting or

valuable objects
We found a shop that was real Aladdin’s
cave of beautiful antiques.

8. Set the alarm bells ringing
- When someone warns other people that

there may be a problem
Symptoms which should set alarm bells
ringing are often ignored by doctors.

9. Be alive and well
- To continue to be popular or successful
Despite rumors to the contrary, feminism is
alive and well.
Quadrophonic sound is alive and well and
making money for its inventor.

10. Be all in
- To be very tired and unable to do any

more
I’ve had six children to look after today and
I’m all in.

11. All singing, all-dancing
- Very modern and technically advanced
She showed us the new all-singing, all-dancing
graphics software she’s bought for her
computer.

12. In the altogether
- Naked
He was just standing there in the altogether.

13. An ambulance chaser
- A lawyer who finds work by persuading

victims of accidents to ask money

He was a notorious ambulance chaser. He
made millions out of other people’s
misfortunes.

14. Raise/up the ante
- To increase demands or risks to achieve

a better result
The government has upped the ante by
refusing to negotiate until a ceasefire has
been agreed.

15. Airy-fairy

- Not practical or not useful in real
situations

She’s talking about selling her house and
buying an old castle in Ireland. It all sounds a
bit airy-fairy to me.
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On NTPC boiler blast: Unsafe boilers

The boiler explosion at NTPC’s Unchahar power
plant in Rae Bareli underscores the importance
of inspections and protocols for hazardous
industrial operations. It has cost at least 32 lives
and caused severe injuries to scores of
personnel. High pressure boilers are hazardous
pieces of equipment, which are strictly regulated
with special laws. In fact, the basic objective of
the Indian Boilers Act, 1923 is to ensure the
safety of life and protection of property by
mandating uniform standards in the quality and
upkeep of these units. That the Uttar Pradesh
government failed miserably in meeting this
objective is evident from the accident at the
public sector facility. Quite clearly, the accident
was entirely preventable because boilers are
designed to provide warnings as soon as
dangerous pressure builds up and trigger
automatic safety devices at a critical point. They
should undergo periodic inspections to ensure
that all these features are working and intact. At
the Unchahar plant, the blocking of an outlet for
waste gases by ash, unusual in a fairly new
boiler, calls for an inquiry into the quality of the
equipment and the fuel used. Ideally, these
aspects should be investigated by an external
agency and not the NTPC.

Industrial regulation has, unfortunately, come to
be viewed as a barrier to ease of doing business
in India. This is a result of inefficiency and
corruption and the typical response of
governments has been to relax crucial safety
checks. Self-certification and third-party
certification of facilities has received support
from policymakers even in the case of boilers.
Soon after assuming office, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi likened maintenance of boilers to
that of a privately owned car, where owners
should be trusted to do their best because they
understand the need for safety in its operation.
But the two are not comparable. The Unchahar
accident shows it is in everyone’s interest to
have a transparent regulatory mechanism for
hazardous industrial activity. The safety and
welfare of workers and the public at large cannot
be compromised. A rigorous approach to
accident reporting must become part of the

process if the weak spots in regulation are to be
addressed. National Crime Records Bureau data
provide insights into casualties caused by
industrial boiler and gas cylinder explosions —
there were 61 deaths in 2015 — and the rise in
the number of accidents over the previous year
points to the need for strict enforcement of
safety protocols. The loss suffered by families of
workers due to an accident that could have been
averted cannot be compensated just financially.
It must be the Centre’s endeavour to see that
measures taken to make it easy to do business
do not translate into lack of regulation, and
putting lives at risk. Administrative reform can
eliminate the corruption of inspector raj and
achieve transparent regulation, while keeping
the workplace safe.

Daily Vocab – The Hindu Editorial – 4th Nov
NTPC boiler blast

Hazardous – involving risk or danger खतरा
Upkeep – maintenance सार संभाल
Quite – completely पूर तरह से
Undergo – to experience sth गुजरना
Intact – complete and not damaged पूरा
Barrier – a problem rule or situation that
prevents sb from doing sth नाका
Protocol – a system of fixed rules आदश प
avert – to prevent sth dangerous from happening
रोक देना
Endeavour – an attempt to do sth यास
Eliminate – to remove हटाना
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Answers
Cloze Test - ABDAC
Parajumble – FDCABE

Basic Fillers - 11-C 12-C 13-E 14-B 15-C 16-E
17-D 18-A 19-E 20-C

Common Error
1. b. win ‘in place of’ winning
2. d. no error
3. b. sad ‘in place of’ sadly
4. c. the ‘in place of’ a
5. c. at ‘in place of’ on
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